
Seals designed by kids raise money for a good causerre

North Carolina Seal designer Bill Dial with his
art teacher, Shirley Meadows.

Each year Christmas Seals are sold by j
the American Lung Association. The
money is used to fight lung diseases and
to try to get people to stop smoking.
Kids designed the 1975 seals. They

designed this year's seals, too.
Art teachers asked students from 5 to

9 years of age to do Christmas pictures.
One seal was picked from each state.
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Words about a post office are hidden in the block below.
See if you can find: post office, envelope, stamp, mail,
address, airmail, zip code, freight, postman, mail boxes,
postage, letter, deliver, clerk, express, sort, truck,
mail person, train, ship, bikes, postmasters, package, and
postmark.
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M". . 0-^ curelini rtfde Quiz-a-rao
Read this week's Mini Page and fill in the blanks:

Page 1: Write six important or key words that tell
us about the front page story.

Page 2. One of the new Christmas stamps is about
Washington at

Page 3: There are different things
in the cookie recipe.
Page 4: There are different
Christmas Seals this year.

Next Week! It's beginning to look a lot
like Christmas. Read about the signs of
Christmas. Read about Christmas at a

zoo and at an SPCA.
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Christmas Seal Games
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Use the real seals or the
seals on this page.
. Match the states. Write the
name of each of the states on
a big sheet of paper. See if
you can match the state
name with its seal. Paste the
seal under the name.
UT*H AlABWfll MAtNE ALASKA

. Match the seals. You'll
need two sets of seals.
Separate them from their
sheets. Mix them up.

QOtSn See if you can

OKI match them.
. Use a big map of the U.S.
Paste each seal on its state.
. A ¦ inge the seals in
alphabetical order.
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